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Data from Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe 
(WMAP) satellite - Full-sky observation of cosmic 
microwave background (CMB): D.N. Spergel et al., 
Astrophys. J. Suppl. 208 (2013) 19.

What makes up the world around us?

23.3% ± 2.3%: 
Dark Matter

4.63% ± 0.24%: 
Visible Matter72.1% ± 2.5%: 

Dark Energy
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Proton charge:+1 

Proton mass: ~ 1GeV 

mu ~ 2MeV  

md ~ 5MeV 

mg = 0 

Proton mass arises 
predominantly from 
interactions / energy in 
Gluon fields 

Proton spin: 1/2 

2013: F. Englert and P. 
Higgs: “for the 
theoretical discovery of 
a mechanism that 
contributes to our 
understanding of the 
origin of mass of 
subatomic particles 
(e.g. quarks), and which 
recently was confirmed 
through the discovery of 
the predicted 
fundamental particle, by 
the ATLAS and CMS 
experiments at CERN’s 
Large Hadron Collider.”
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Silent Partners: 

Virtual quark-antiquark pairs 
(QCD sea) (ΔE Δt ~ h) 

Gluons!

Visible Matter 

consists of....:

3 valence quarks +…

Proton=uud

(D. Leinweber: Action (~energy) density fluctuations of 
gluon-fields in QCD vacuum)

Protons & Neutrons
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Stated as m=E/c2: Possibility of explaining mass in terms of energy. 

Einstein’s original paper does not contain the equation E=mc2, but rather m=E/c2:         

“Does the Inertia of a Body Depend Upon its Energy Content? “(A. Einstein, Annalen 

der Physik, 18 (1905) 639.)” 

Modern QCD answers Einstein’s question with a resounding “Yes!”. Indeed, the mass of 

ordinary matter derives almost entirely from energy - the energy of massless gluons 

and nearly massless quarks, which are the ingredients from which protons, neutrons, 

and atomic nuclei are made.

Quote from Nobel prize lecture in physics, 2004, given by Frank Wilczek:
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Traditional way to introduce spin in QM textbooks: 

Stern-Gerlach experiment (1922) 

Concept of spin: Long and tedious battle to understand 

splitting patterns and separations in line spectra 

Anomalous magnetic moment of proton by Stern et al. 

(1933)

Otto Stern 
(1988-1969)

1943: “for his 
contribution to 
the development 
of the molecular 
ray method and 
his discovery of 
the magnetic 
moment of the 
proton”

Proposal of self-rotating electron by George Uhlenbeck and Samuel Goudsmit (1925) 

Quark Model QCD (Spin….and Orbital motion)

Paul Ehrenfest: “This is a 
good idea [self-rotating 
electron]. Your idea may 
be wrong, but since both 
of you are so young 
without any reputation, 
you would not loose 
anything by making a 
stupid mistake.” 

Nobel Prize 
Physics
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Theoretical foundation 

EIC Physics Pillars 

EIC Project Development 

EIC Accelerator Design 

EIC Detector Requirements and R&D     

EIC Users Group  

EIC Current status and Next Steps 

Summary
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Interactions arise from fundamental symmetry principles: SU(3)c 

Properties of visible universe such as mass and spin (e.g. proton): Emergent through complex structure of the 

QCD vacuum Major goal:  

Understanding QCD interactions 

and emergence of hadronic and 

nuclear matter in terms of quarks 

and gluons

Essential elements looking 

forward:  

1) Tomography of hadrons and 

nuclear matter in terms of 

quarks and gluons 

2) Synergy of experimental 

progress and theory 

D. Leinweber: Quantum fluctuations in gluon fields 

LQCD =

nfX

j=1

 ̄j (iDµ�
µ �mj) j �

1

4
TrGµ⌫Gµ⌫
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EIC - A QCD lab to explore the structure and dynamics of the visible world 
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p0 =

0

BB@

P
h EhP
h pX,hP
h pY,hP
h pZ,h

1

CCA

<latexit sha1_base64="8SLzJyHPpezOCVduTPZkfESrrbo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8SLzJyHPpezOCVduTPZkfESrrbo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8SLzJyHPpezOCVduTPZkfESrrbo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8SLzJyHPpezOCVduTPZkfESrrbo=">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</latexit>

Q2 = �(k � k0)2 = �q2
<latexit sha1_base64="gMOwBwavDDeRKUELTAgtRRapSTI=">AAACCnicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLIYKqQytEoqJFgqVbAwthJ9SG1aOa7TWrWTYDtIVZSZhV9hYQAhVr6Ajb/BaTNAy5Gu7tE598q+xw0Zlcqyvo2V1bX1jc3cVn57Z3dv3zw4bMkgEpg0ccAC0XGRJIz6pKmoYqQTCoK4y0jbndykfvuBCEkD/05NQ+JwNPKpRzFSWhqYJ41+XElgtVSclCb9uBcKyklynorV0n3aBmbBKlszwGViZ6QAMtQH5ldvGOCIE19hhqTs2laonBgJRTEjSb4XSRIiPEEj0tXUR5xIJ56dksAzrQyhFwhdvoIz9fdGjLiUU+7qSY7UWC56qfif142Ud+XE1A8jRXw8f8iLGFQBTHOBQyoIVmyqCcKC6r9CPEYCYaXTy+sQ7MWTl0mrUratst24KNSuszhy4BicgiKwwSWogVtQB02AwSN4Bq/gzXgyXox342M+umJkO0fgD4zPH1QhmWY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gMOwBwavDDeRKUELTAgtRRapSTI=">AAACCnicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLIYKqQytEoqJFgqVbAwthJ9SG1aOa7TWrWTYDtIVZSZhV9hYQAhVr6Ajb/BaTNAy5Gu7tE598q+xw0Zlcqyvo2V1bX1jc3cVn57Z3dv3zw4bMkgEpg0ccAC0XGRJIz6pKmoYqQTCoK4y0jbndykfvuBCEkD/05NQ+JwNPKpRzFSWhqYJ41+XElgtVSclCb9uBcKyklynorV0n3aBmbBKlszwGViZ6QAMtQH5ldvGOCIE19hhqTs2laonBgJRTEjSb4XSRIiPEEj0tXUR5xIJ56dksAzrQyhFwhdvoIz9fdGjLiUU+7qSY7UWC56qfif142Ud+XE1A8jRXw8f8iLGFQBTHOBQyoIVmyqCcKC6r9CPEYCYaXTy+sQ7MWTl0mrUratst24KNSuszhy4BicgiKwwSWogVtQB02AwSN4Bq/gzXgyXox342M+umJkO0fgD4zPH1QhmWY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gMOwBwavDDeRKUELTAgtRRapSTI=">AAACCnicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLIYKqQytEoqJFgqVbAwthJ9SG1aOa7TWrWTYDtIVZSZhV9hYQAhVr6Ajb/BaTNAy5Gu7tE598q+xw0Zlcqyvo2V1bX1jc3cVn57Z3dv3zw4bMkgEpg0ccAC0XGRJIz6pKmoYqQTCoK4y0jbndykfvuBCEkD/05NQ+JwNPKpRzFSWhqYJ41+XElgtVSclCb9uBcKyklynorV0n3aBmbBKlszwGViZ6QAMtQH5ldvGOCIE19hhqTs2laonBgJRTEjSb4XSRIiPEEj0tXUR5xIJ56dksAzrQyhFwhdvoIz9fdGjLiUU+7qSY7UWC56qfif142Ud+XE1A8jRXw8f8iLGFQBTHOBQyoIVmyqCcKC6r9CPEYCYaXTy+sQ7MWTl0mrUratst24KNSuszhy4BicgiKwwSWogVtQB02AwSN4Bq/gzXgyXox342M+umJkO0fgD4zPH1QhmWY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gMOwBwavDDeRKUELTAgtRRapSTI=">AAACCnicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLIYKqQytEoqJFgqVbAwthJ9SG1aOa7TWrWTYDtIVZSZhV9hYQAhVr6Ajb/BaTNAy5Gu7tE598q+xw0Zlcqyvo2V1bX1jc3cVn57Z3dv3zw4bMkgEpg0ccAC0XGRJIz6pKmoYqQTCoK4y0jbndykfvuBCEkD/05NQ+JwNPKpRzFSWhqYJ41+XElgtVSclCb9uBcKyklynorV0n3aBmbBKlszwGViZ6QAMtQH5ldvGOCIE19hhqTs2laonBgJRTEjSb4XSRIiPEEj0tXUR5xIJ56dksAzrQyhFwhdvoIz9fdGjLiUU+7qSY7UWC56qfif142Ud+XE1A8jRXw8f8iLGFQBTHOBQyoIVmyqCcKC6r9CPEYCYaXTy+sQ7MWTl0mrUratst24KNSuszhy4BicgiKwwSWogVtQB02AwSN4Bq/gzXgyXox342M+umJkO0fgD4zPH1QhmWY=</latexit>

Measure of 
resolution 
power 

x =
Q2

2(p · q)
<latexit sha1_base64="6tTXp7RVtrhaxDdnusdT19FxLxY=">AAACBXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtdDBahbkpSBN0IRTcuW7APaGKZTCbt0EkmzkzEErJx46+4caGIW//BnX/jtM1CWw9cOJxzL/fe48WMSmVZ30ZhaXllda24XtrY3NreMXf32pInApMW5oyLrockYTQiLUUVI91YEBR6jHS80dXE79wTISmPbtQ4Jm6IBhENKEZKS33z8OHCCQTCafM2rWVZWqvE0ME+V/DuJOubZatqTQEXiZ2TMsjR6Jtfjs9xEpJIYYak7NlWrNwUCUUxI1nJSSSJER6hAelpGqGQSDedfpHBY634MOBCV6TgVP09kaJQynHo6c4QqaGc9ybif14vUcG5m9IoThSJ8GxRkDCoOJxEAn0qCFZsrAnCgupbIR4iHYrSwZV0CPb8y4ukXavaVtVunpbrl3kcRXAAjkAF2OAM1ME1aIAWwOARPINX8GY8GS/Gu/Exay0Y+cw++APj8wd3AZfj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6tTXp7RVtrhaxDdnusdT19FxLxY=">AAACBXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtdDBahbkpSBN0IRTcuW7APaGKZTCbt0EkmzkzEErJx46+4caGIW//BnX/jtM1CWw9cOJxzL/fe48WMSmVZ30ZhaXllda24XtrY3NreMXf32pInApMW5oyLrockYTQiLUUVI91YEBR6jHS80dXE79wTISmPbtQ4Jm6IBhENKEZKS33z8OHCCQTCafM2rWVZWqvE0ME+V/DuJOubZatqTQEXiZ2TMsjR6Jtfjs9xEpJIYYak7NlWrNwUCUUxI1nJSSSJER6hAelpGqGQSDedfpHBY634MOBCV6TgVP09kaJQynHo6c4QqaGc9ybif14vUcG5m9IoThSJ8GxRkDCoOJxEAn0qCFZsrAnCgupbIR4iHYrSwZV0CPb8y4ukXavaVtVunpbrl3kcRXAAjkAF2OAM1ME1aIAWwOARPINX8GY8GS/Gu/Exay0Y+cw++APj8wd3AZfj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6tTXp7RVtrhaxDdnusdT19FxLxY=">AAACBXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtdDBahbkpSBN0IRTcuW7APaGKZTCbt0EkmzkzEErJx46+4caGIW//BnX/jtM1CWw9cOJxzL/fe48WMSmVZ30ZhaXllda24XtrY3NreMXf32pInApMW5oyLrockYTQiLUUVI91YEBR6jHS80dXE79wTISmPbtQ4Jm6IBhENKEZKS33z8OHCCQTCafM2rWVZWqvE0ME+V/DuJOubZatqTQEXiZ2TMsjR6Jtfjs9xEpJIYYak7NlWrNwUCUUxI1nJSSSJER6hAelpGqGQSDedfpHBY634MOBCV6TgVP09kaJQynHo6c4QqaGc9ybif14vUcG5m9IoThSJ8GxRkDCoOJxEAn0qCFZsrAnCgupbIR4iHYrSwZV0CPb8y4ukXavaVtVunpbrl3kcRXAAjkAF2OAM1ME1aIAWwOARPINX8GY8GS/Gu/Exay0Y+cw++APj8wd3AZfj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6tTXp7RVtrhaxDdnusdT19FxLxY=">AAACBXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtdDBahbkpSBN0IRTcuW7APaGKZTCbt0EkmzkzEErJx46+4caGIW//BnX/jtM1CWw9cOJxzL/fe48WMSmVZ30ZhaXllda24XtrY3NreMXf32pInApMW5oyLrockYTQiLUUVI91YEBR6jHS80dXE79wTISmPbtQ4Jm6IBhENKEZKS33z8OHCCQTCafM2rWVZWqvE0ME+V/DuJOubZatqTQEXiZ2TMsjR6Jtfjs9xEpJIYYak7NlWrNwUCUUxI1nJSSSJER6hAelpGqGQSDedfpHBY634MOBCV6TgVP09kaJQynHo6c4QqaGc9ybif14vUcG5m9IoThSJ8GxRkDCoOJxEAn0qCFZsrAnCgupbIR4iHYrSwZV0CPb8y4ukXavaVtVunpbrl3kcRXAAjkAF2OAM1ME1aIAWwOARPINX8GY8GS/Gu/Exay0Y+cw++APj8wd3AZfj</latexit>

Measure of 
momentum 
fraction by 
struck quark 

y =
p · q
p · k

<latexit sha1_base64="T0OLejpW4dEn5uGZysZulscU9Jc=">AAACBnicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV2KMFgEVyURQTdC0Y3LCvYCTSiTyaQdOpmJMxMhhKzc+CpuXCji1mdw59s4bYNo6w8DH/85hzPnDxJGlXacL2thcWl5ZbWyVl3f2Nzatnd220qkEpMWFkzIboAUYZSTlqaakW4iCYoDRjrB6Gpc79wTqajgtzpLiB+jAacRxUgbq28fZBdeJBHOE+jhUGh4V/zgqOjbNafuTATnwS2hBko1+/anFwqcxoRrzJBSPddJtJ8jqSlmpKh6qSIJwiM0ID2DHMVE+fnkjAIeGSeEkZDmcQ0n7u+JHMVKZXFgOmOkh2q2Njb/q/VSHZ37OeVJqgnH00VRyqAWcJwJDKkkWLPMAMKSmr9CPEQmFW2Sq5oQ3NmT56F9UneduntzWmtclnFUwD44BMfABWegAa5BE7QABg/gCbyAV+vRerberPdp64JVzuyBP7I+vgHUSpiz</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T0OLejpW4dEn5uGZysZulscU9Jc=">AAACBnicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV2KMFgEVyURQTdC0Y3LCvYCTSiTyaQdOpmJMxMhhKzc+CpuXCji1mdw59s4bYNo6w8DH/85hzPnDxJGlXacL2thcWl5ZbWyVl3f2Nzatnd220qkEpMWFkzIboAUYZSTlqaakW4iCYoDRjrB6Gpc79wTqajgtzpLiB+jAacRxUgbq28fZBdeJBHOE+jhUGh4V/zgqOjbNafuTATnwS2hBko1+/anFwqcxoRrzJBSPddJtJ8jqSlmpKh6qSIJwiM0ID2DHMVE+fnkjAIeGSeEkZDmcQ0n7u+JHMVKZXFgOmOkh2q2Njb/q/VSHZ37OeVJqgnH00VRyqAWcJwJDKkkWLPMAMKSmr9CPEQmFW2Sq5oQ3NmT56F9UneduntzWmtclnFUwD44BMfABWegAa5BE7QABg/gCbyAV+vRerberPdp64JVzuyBP7I+vgHUSpiz</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T0OLejpW4dEn5uGZysZulscU9Jc=">AAACBnicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV2KMFgEVyURQTdC0Y3LCvYCTSiTyaQdOpmJMxMhhKzc+CpuXCji1mdw59s4bYNo6w8DH/85hzPnDxJGlXacL2thcWl5ZbWyVl3f2Nzatnd220qkEpMWFkzIboAUYZSTlqaakW4iCYoDRjrB6Gpc79wTqajgtzpLiB+jAacRxUgbq28fZBdeJBHOE+jhUGh4V/zgqOjbNafuTATnwS2hBko1+/anFwqcxoRrzJBSPddJtJ8jqSlmpKh6qSIJwiM0ID2DHMVE+fnkjAIeGSeEkZDmcQ0n7u+JHMVKZXFgOmOkh2q2Njb/q/VSHZ37OeVJqgnH00VRyqAWcJwJDKkkWLPMAMKSmr9CPEQmFW2Sq5oQ3NmT56F9UneduntzWmtclnFUwD44BMfABWegAa5BE7QABg/gCbyAV+vRerberPdp64JVzuyBP7I+vgHUSpiz</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T0OLejpW4dEn5uGZysZulscU9Jc=">AAACBnicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV2KMFgEVyURQTdC0Y3LCvYCTSiTyaQdOpmJMxMhhKzc+CpuXCji1mdw59s4bYNo6w8DH/85hzPnDxJGlXacL2thcWl5ZbWyVl3f2Nzatnd220qkEpMWFkzIboAUYZSTlqaakW4iCYoDRjrB6Gpc79wTqajgtzpLiB+jAacRxUgbq28fZBdeJBHOE+jhUGh4V/zgqOjbNafuTATnwS2hBko1+/anFwqcxoRrzJBSPddJtJ8jqSlmpKh6qSIJwiM0ID2DHMVE+fnkjAIeGSeEkZDmcQ0n7u+JHMVKZXFgOmOkh2q2Njb/q/VSHZ37OeVJqgnH00VRyqAWcJwJDKkkWLPMAMKSmr9CPEQmFW2Sq5oQ3NmT56F9UneduntzWmtclnFUwD44BMfABWegAa5BE7QABg/gCbyAV+vRerberPdp64JVzuyBP7I+vgHUSpiz</latexit>

Measure of 
inelasticity
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long-range short-range long-range

f1(x1)

f2(x2)

�̂(LO, NLO, NNLO)

Dh
f

X

Asymptotic freedom: αs ➔ 0 at short distances / Perturbative 

QCD 

Evolution: Predict Q2 dependence related to level of gluon 

radiation / Constrain parton structure fi(x) using measured data

✓
d�

dpT

◆p+p!h+X

=
X

f1,f2,f

Z
dx1dx2dzf1(x1, µ

2)f2(x2, µ
2)

⇥
✓

d�̂

dpT

◆
(x1p1, x1p1, z, µ)D

h
f (z, µ

2)
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Factorization: Formulate 

observables in terms of 

parton structure
DIS jets (NLO)
Heavy Quarkonia (NLO)
e e jets & shapes (res. NNLO)
Z pole fit (N LO)
pp -> jets (NLO)
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G. Dissertori, Adv. Ser. Direct. High 
Energy Phys. 26 (2016) 113.
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Figure 3.1: The NNPDF3.1 NNLO PDFs, evaluated at µ2 = 10 GeV2 (left) and µ
2 = 104 GeV2 (right).

3.3 Parton distributions

We now inspect the baseline NNPDF3.1 parton distributions, and compare them to NNPDF3.0
and to MMHT14 [7], CT14 [6] and ABMP16 [8]. The NNLO NNPDF3.1 PDFs are displayed
in Fig. 3.1. It can be seen that although charm is now independently parametrized, it is still
known more precisely than the strange PDF. The most precisely determined PDF over most of
the experimentally accessible range of x is now the gluon, as will be discussed in more detail
below.

In Fig. 3.2 we show the distance between the NNPDF3.1 and NNPDF3.0 PDFs. According
to the definition of the distance given in Ref. [98], d ' 1 corresponds to statistically equivalent
sets. Comparing two sets with Nrep = 100 replicas, a distance of d ' 10 corresponds to a
di↵erence of one-sigma in units of the corresponding variance, both for central values and for
PDF uncertainties. For clarity only the distance between the total strangeness distributions
s
+ = s + s̄ is shown, rather than the strange and antistrange separately. We find important
di↵erences both at the level of central values and of PDF errors for all flavors and in the entire
range of x. The largest distance is found for charm, which is independently parametrized in
NNPDF3.1, while it was not in NNPDF3.0. Aside from this, the most significant distances are
seen in light quark distributions at large x and strangeness at medium x.

In Fig. 3.3 we compare the full set of NNPDF3.1 NNLO PDFs with NNPDF3.0. The
NNPDF3.1 gluon is slightly larger than its NNPDF3.0 counterpart in the x

⇠
< 0.03 region, while

it becomes smaller at larger x, with significantly reduced PDF errors. The NNPDF3.1 light
quarks and strangeness are larger than 3.0 at intermediate x, with the largest deviation seen
for the strange and antidown PDFs, while at both small and large x there is good agreement
between the two PDF determinations. The best-fit charm PDF of NNPDF3.1 is significantly

23

R. D. Ball et al., EPJ C77 (2017) 663.
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Figure 82: The combined HERA data for the inclusive NC e+p and e!p reduced cross sections
together with fixed-target data [107,108] and the predictions of HERAPDF2.0 NNLO. The
bands represent the total uncertainties on the predictions. Dashed lines indicate extrapolation
into kinematic regions not included in the fit.
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H1 and ZEUS Collaborations (H. Abramowicz et al.), Eur.Phys.J. C75 
(2015) no.12, 580.
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Figure 4: World data on the spin-dependent structure function gp
1 as a function of Q2 for various values of x with

all COMPASS data in red (full circles: 160GeV, full squares: 200GeV). The lines represent the Q2 dependence
for each value of x, as determined from a NLO QCD fit (see Section 6). The dashed ranges represent the region
with W 2 < 10 (GeV/c2)2.

uncertainty. This leaves 11 free parameters in the fitted parton distributions. The expression for c2 of
the fit consists of three terms,

c2 =
Nexp

Â
n=1

2

4
Ndata

n

Â
i=1

 
g f it

1 �Nngdata
1,i

Nnsi

!2

+

✓
1�Nn

dNn

◆2
3

5+c2
positivity . (11)

Only statistical uncertainties of the data are taken into account in si. The normalisation factors Nn

of each data set n are allowed to vary taking into account the normalisation uncertainties dNn . If the
latter are unavailable, they are estimated as quadratic sums of the uncertainties of the beam and target
polarisations. The fitted normalisations are found to be consistent with unity, except for the E155 proton
data where the normalisation is higher, albeit compatible with the value quoted in Ref. 14.

In order to keep the parameters within their physical ranges, the polarised PDFs are calculated at ev-
ery iteration of the fit and required to satisfy the positivity conditions |Dq(x) +Dq̄(x)|  q(x) + q̄(x)

10

COMPASS Collaboration (C. Adolph et al.), Phys.Lett. B753 (2016) 18.
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Figure 13: The NNPDFpol1.1 parton set compared to DSSV08 [6] at Q2 = 10 GeV2.
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How are the sea quarks and gluons, and their spins, distributed in space 
and momentum inside the nucleon?  

How do the nucleon properties emerge from them and their 
interactions?

How do color-charged quarks and gluons, and colorless jets, interact 
with a nuclear medium? 

How do the confined hadronic states emerge from these quarks and 
gluons?  

How do the quark-gluon interactions create nuclear binding?

How does a dense nuclear environment affect the quarks and 
gluons, their correlations, and their interactions? 

What happens to the gluon density in nuclei? Does it saturate at 
high energy, giving rise to a gluonic matter with universal 
properties in all nuclei, even the proton?
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QCD at Extreme Parton 
Densities - Saturation

Parton Distributions 
in Nuclei 

Spin and Flavor Structure of 
the Nucleon and Nuclei

Tomography (p/A) 
Transverse Momentum 
Distribution and Spatial 

Imaging

EIC: Study 

structure and 

dynamics of matter 

at high luminosity, 

high energy with 

polarized beams and 

wide range of nuclei 

Whitepaper:  
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Requirements 
Machine: 

High luminosity: 1033cm-2s-1 - 1034cm-2s-1  

Flexible center-of-mass energy                              : Wide kinematic range 

Highly polarized electron (0.8) and proton / light ion (0.7) beams: Spin structure studies 

Wide range of nuclear beams (d to Pb/U): High gluon density 

Detector: 
Wide acceptance detector system including particle ID (e/h separation & π, K, p ID - flavor tagging)   

Instrumentation for tagging of protons from elastic reactions and neutrons from nuclear breakup: Target / nuclear 
fragments in addition to low Q2 tagger / polarimetry and luminosity (abs. and rel.) measurement

Spinning Glue: QCD and Spin
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HERMES, COMPASS, JLab6, JLAB12

EIC

perturbative
non-perturbative
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the high statistical precision, it will be critical to
constrain experimental systematic uncertainties
to below a few percent [19].

Figure 12 uses simulated data to clearly
demonstrate the EIC’s impact on the knowledge
of the integral of the proton’s quark and gluon
spin contributions for 10�6 < x < 10�3 versus the
contribution to the orbital angular momentum for

the range 10�3 < x < 1. A dramatic shrinkage
of the uncertainties in the parton helicities is seen
with the largest energy reach. The underlying rea-
son for this rapid shrinkage can be traced to the
very unstable behavior of g1(x,Q2) due to the lack
of data at small x shown in Fig. 10. Data obtained
in the small x region constrain this behavior.

3.2 Spatial Imaging of Quarks and Gluons

The parton structure of the proton changes
significantly across the QCD landscape sketched
in Fig. 1 of Section 2.2. We illustrate schemati-
cally in Fig. 13 how varying x from high values
(x ⇠ 1) to low values (x ⇠ 10�4) at a given res-
olution scale Q2 of a few GeV2 reveals the com-
plex many-body structure of quarks and gluons in-
side the proton. The structure revealed by dialing
down in x changes from the valence quark domi-
nated regime, to a regime where the proton’s con-
stituents are gluons and sea quark-antiquark pairs
generated through QCD radiation, and finally at
small x to an intrinsically nonlinear regime where
the gluon density is so large that the gluons radi-
ate and recombine at the same rate.

10-2 10-1 1

Valence Quark
Regime

Radiation Dominated 
Regime

Non-Linear Dynamics
Regime

10-310-4
x

Figure 13: The development of the internal quark and
gluon structure of the proton going from high to low
x. Decreasing x corresponds to increasing the center-
of-mass energy.

High luminosities at the EIC, combined with
a large kinematic reach, open up a unique oppor-
tunity to go far beyond our present largely one
dimensional picture of the proton. It will enable
parton “femtoscopy” by correlating information
on parton contributions to the proton’s spin with
their transverse momentum and spatial distribu-
tions inside the proton. Such three dimensional

images have the potential to radically impact our
understanding of the confining dynamics of quarks
and gluons in QCD. This is because one will be
able to probe, with fine resolution Q2, parton dy-
namics as a function of impact parameter in the
proton, out to length scales where their interac-
tions are no longer weakly coupled but become
increasingly strongly coupled generating the phe-
nomena of chiral symmetry breaking and confine-
ment.

The three dimensional parton structure of
hadrons is uncovered in DIS by measurements of
exclusive final states, wherein the proton remains
intact after scattering o↵ the lepton probe. The
transverse position of the scattered quark or gluon
is obtained by performing a Fourier transform of
the di↵erential cross-section d�/dt, where t is the
squared momentum transfer between the incom-
ing proton and the scattered proton. Examples
of exclusive processes are deeply virtual Compton
scattering (DVCS) and the exclusive production
of vector mesons. These are illustrated in Fig. 14.

The nonperturbative quantities that encode
such spatial tomographic information are often
referred to as Generalized Parton Distributions
(GPDs) and are defined at a nonperturbative fac-
torization scale that separates the nonperturba-
tive information encoded from perturbative dy-
namics at short distances. Powerful renormaliza-
tion group arguments, analogous to those of the
DGLAP equations for the one dimension parton
distributions, can be employed to understand how
the three dimensional dynamics encoded in the
GPDs changes as this factorization scale is var-
ied [22,23].

GPDs provide important insight into the three
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constrain experimental systematic uncertainties
to below a few percent [19].
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with the largest energy reach. The underlying rea-
son for this rapid shrinkage can be traced to the
very unstable behavior of g1(x,Q2) due to the lack
of data at small x shown in Fig. 10. Data obtained
in the small x region constrain this behavior.
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nated regime, to a regime where the proton’s con-
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generated through QCD radiation, and finally at
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High luminosities at the EIC, combined with
a large kinematic reach, open up a unique oppor-
tunity to go far beyond our present largely one
dimensional picture of the proton. It will enable
parton “femtoscopy” by correlating information
on parton contributions to the proton’s spin with
their transverse momentum and spatial distribu-
tions inside the proton. Such three dimensional

images have the potential to radically impact our
understanding of the confining dynamics of quarks
and gluons in QCD. This is because one will be
able to probe, with fine resolution Q2, parton dy-
namics as a function of impact parameter in the
proton, out to length scales where their interac-
tions are no longer weakly coupled but become
increasingly strongly coupled generating the phe-
nomena of chiral symmetry breaking and confine-
ment.

The three dimensional parton structure of
hadrons is uncovered in DIS by measurements of
exclusive final states, wherein the proton remains
intact after scattering o↵ the lepton probe. The
transverse position of the scattered quark or gluon
is obtained by performing a Fourier transform of
the di↵erential cross-section d�/dt, where t is the
squared momentum transfer between the incom-
ing proton and the scattered proton. Examples
of exclusive processes are deeply virtual Compton
scattering (DVCS) and the exclusive production
of vector mesons. These are illustrated in Fig. 14.

The nonperturbative quantities that encode
such spatial tomographic information are often
referred to as Generalized Parton Distributions
(GPDs) and are defined at a nonperturbative fac-
torization scale that separates the nonperturba-
tive information encoded from perturbative dy-
namics at short distances. Powerful renormaliza-
tion group arguments, analogous to those of the
DGLAP equations for the one dimension parton
distributions, can be employed to understand how
the three dimensional dynamics encoded in the
GPDs changes as this factorization scale is var-
ied [22,23].

GPDs provide important insight into the three
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the high statistical precision, it will be critical to
constrain experimental systematic uncertainties
to below a few percent [19].

Figure 12 uses simulated data to clearly
demonstrate the EIC’s impact on the knowledge
of the integral of the proton’s quark and gluon
spin contributions for 10�6 < x < 10�3 versus the
contribution to the orbital angular momentum for

the range 10�3 < x < 1. A dramatic shrinkage
of the uncertainties in the parton helicities is seen
with the largest energy reach. The underlying rea-
son for this rapid shrinkage can be traced to the
very unstable behavior of g1(x,Q2) due to the lack
of data at small x shown in Fig. 10. Data obtained
in the small x region constrain this behavior.

3.2 Spatial Imaging of Quarks and Gluons

The parton structure of the proton changes
significantly across the QCD landscape sketched
in Fig. 1 of Section 2.2. We illustrate schemati-
cally in Fig. 13 how varying x from high values
(x ⇠ 1) to low values (x ⇠ 10�4) at a given res-
olution scale Q2 of a few GeV2 reveals the com-
plex many-body structure of quarks and gluons in-
side the proton. The structure revealed by dialing
down in x changes from the valence quark domi-
nated regime, to a regime where the proton’s con-
stituents are gluons and sea quark-antiquark pairs
generated through QCD radiation, and finally at
small x to an intrinsically nonlinear regime where
the gluon density is so large that the gluons radi-
ate and recombine at the same rate.

10-2 10-1 1

Valence Quark
Regime

Radiation Dominated 
Regime

Non-Linear Dynamics
Regime

10-310-4
x

Figure 13: The development of the internal quark and
gluon structure of the proton going from high to low
x. Decreasing x corresponds to increasing the center-
of-mass energy.

High luminosities at the EIC, combined with
a large kinematic reach, open up a unique oppor-
tunity to go far beyond our present largely one
dimensional picture of the proton. It will enable
parton “femtoscopy” by correlating information
on parton contributions to the proton’s spin with
their transverse momentum and spatial distribu-
tions inside the proton. Such three dimensional

images have the potential to radically impact our
understanding of the confining dynamics of quarks
and gluons in QCD. This is because one will be
able to probe, with fine resolution Q2, parton dy-
namics as a function of impact parameter in the
proton, out to length scales where their interac-
tions are no longer weakly coupled but become
increasingly strongly coupled generating the phe-
nomena of chiral symmetry breaking and confine-
ment.

The three dimensional parton structure of
hadrons is uncovered in DIS by measurements of
exclusive final states, wherein the proton remains
intact after scattering o↵ the lepton probe. The
transverse position of the scattered quark or gluon
is obtained by performing a Fourier transform of
the di↵erential cross-section d�/dt, where t is the
squared momentum transfer between the incom-
ing proton and the scattered proton. Examples
of exclusive processes are deeply virtual Compton
scattering (DVCS) and the exclusive production
of vector mesons. These are illustrated in Fig. 14.

The nonperturbative quantities that encode
such spatial tomographic information are often
referred to as Generalized Parton Distributions
(GPDs) and are defined at a nonperturbative fac-
torization scale that separates the nonperturba-
tive information encoded from perturbative dy-
namics at short distances. Powerful renormaliza-
tion group arguments, analogous to those of the
DGLAP equations for the one dimension parton
distributions, can be employed to understand how
the three dimensional dynamics encoded in the
GPDs changes as this factorization scale is var-
ied [22,23].

GPDs provide important insight into the three
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pseudo-data and errors with the current depicted
uncertainties (gray band) demonstrate dramati-
cally the need for higher energies allowing one to
reach lower x values where uncertainties are large.
For FL at Q2 > 10 GeV2 and for charm FL the
lower energy range does not provide any substan-

tial improvement. It is also important to note
that EIC can achieve a comparable precision in
measuring FL for the proton, improving even on
the existing measurements from HERA [62] where
kinematics overlap.
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Figure 21: Inclusive (left) and charm (right) reduced cross-sections plotted as functions of Q2 and x for both EIC
pseudo-data and the EPPS16 model (gray-shaded curves) [57, 61]. The uncertainties represent statistical and
systematics added in quadrature. Also shown on the left plot is the region covered by currently available data.

Figure 22: Inclusive (left) and charm (right) reduced cross-sections as a function of x at the Q2 values of 4.4 GeV2

(solid circles) and 139 GeV2 (open circles) at three di↵erent center-of-mass energies. See text for details.
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Figure 23: Inclusive (left) and charm (right) FL structure function, plotted as a function of Q2 and x. The
uncertainties represent statistical and systematics added in quadrature. The gray-shaded bands depict the un-
certainties in our current knowledge of FL derived from the EPPS16 nuclear PDF [57, 61]. See text for further
details.

3.5 Nuclear Modifications of Parton Distribution Functions

The simulations discussed in the previous sec-
tion suggest that an EIC will have an enormous
impact on the global extractions of nuclear PDFs,
particularly for the gluons. While the LHC data
have achieved a substantial broadening of cover-
age in the kinematical space, the newly explored
regions scan a Q2 range where the DGLAP RGE
significantly wash away the nuclear e↵ects, leaving
the low x gluon nearly unconstrained.

The modification introduced by the nuclear en-
vironment can be quantified in terms of the ratio
between the nucleus A and the free proton PDF
(RA

f , f = q, g) for quarks and gluons, with devi-
ations from unity being manifestations of nuclear
e↵ects. A depletion of this ratio relative to unity
is often called shadowing. The impact study of
EIC simulated data shown in Fig. 21 was done by
incorporating these data into the EPPS16 fit [57].
However, as the parameterization is too sti↵ in the
as yet unexplored low x region, additional free pa-
rameters for the gluons have been added to the

functional form (EPPS16* [61, 63]). The corre-
sponding RPb

g from EPPS16* is shown in Fig. 24.
The grey band represents the EPPS16* theo-

retical uncertainty. The orange band is the result
of including the EIC simulated inclusive reduced
cross-section data in the fit. The lower panel of
each plot shows the reduction factor in the uncer-
tainty (orange curve) with respect to the baseline
fit (gray band). It is clear that the higher center-
of-mass energy has a significantly larger impact in
the whole kinematical range with the relative un-
certainty roughly a factor of 2 smaller than for the
lower center-of-mass energy.

We also examined the simulated charm quark
reduced cross-section (blue hatched band), for
which no data currently exist. The impact of
its measurement for nuclear gluon distributions is
shown in Fig. 24. While it brings no additional
constraint on the low -x region, its impact at high-
x is remarkable providing up to a factor 8 reduc-
tion in uncertainty (blue curve).
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pseudo-data and errors with the current depicted
uncertainties (gray band) demonstrate dramati-
cally the need for higher energies allowing one to
reach lower x values where uncertainties are large.
For FL at Q2 > 10 GeV2 and for charm FL the
lower energy range does not provide any substan-

tial improvement. It is also important to note
that EIC can achieve a comparable precision in
measuring FL for the proton, improving even on
the existing measurements from HERA [62] where
kinematics overlap.
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Figure 21: Inclusive (left) and charm (right) reduced cross-sections plotted as functions of Q2 and x for both EIC
pseudo-data and the EPPS16 model (gray-shaded curves) [57, 61]. The uncertainties represent statistical and
systematics added in quadrature. Also shown on the left plot is the region covered by currently available data.

Figure 22: Inclusive (left) and charm (right) reduced cross-sections as a function of x at the Q2 values of 4.4 GeV2

(solid circles) and 139 GeV2 (open circles) at three di↵erent center-of-mass energies. See text for details.
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Figure 23: Inclusive (left) and charm (right) FL structure function, plotted as a function of Q2 and x. The
uncertainties represent statistical and systematics added in quadrature. The gray-shaded bands depict the un-
certainties in our current knowledge of FL derived from the EPPS16 nuclear PDF [57, 61]. See text for further
details.

3.5 Nuclear Modifications of Parton Distribution Functions

The simulations discussed in the previous sec-
tion suggest that an EIC will have an enormous
impact on the global extractions of nuclear PDFs,
particularly for the gluons. While the LHC data
have achieved a substantial broadening of cover-
age in the kinematical space, the newly explored
regions scan a Q2 range where the DGLAP RGE
significantly wash away the nuclear e↵ects, leaving
the low x gluon nearly unconstrained.

The modification introduced by the nuclear en-
vironment can be quantified in terms of the ratio
between the nucleus A and the free proton PDF
(RA

f , f = q, g) for quarks and gluons, with devi-
ations from unity being manifestations of nuclear
e↵ects. A depletion of this ratio relative to unity
is often called shadowing. The impact study of
EIC simulated data shown in Fig. 21 was done by
incorporating these data into the EPPS16 fit [57].
However, as the parameterization is too sti↵ in the
as yet unexplored low x region, additional free pa-
rameters for the gluons have been added to the

functional form (EPPS16* [61, 63]). The corre-
sponding RPb

g from EPPS16* is shown in Fig. 24.
The grey band represents the EPPS16* theo-

retical uncertainty. The orange band is the result
of including the EIC simulated inclusive reduced
cross-section data in the fit. The lower panel of
each plot shows the reduction factor in the uncer-
tainty (orange curve) with respect to the baseline
fit (gray band). It is clear that the higher center-
of-mass energy has a significantly larger impact in
the whole kinematical range with the relative un-
certainty roughly a factor of 2 smaller than for the
lower center-of-mass energy.

We also examined the simulated charm quark
reduced cross-section (blue hatched band), for
which no data currently exist. The impact of
its measurement for nuclear gluon distributions is
shown in Fig. 24. While it brings no additional
constraint on the low -x region, its impact at high-
x is remarkable providing up to a factor 8 reduc-
tion in uncertainty (blue curve).
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Figure 24: The ratio RPb
g , from EPPS16*, of gluon distributions in a lead nucleus relative to the proton, for the

low (left) and high (right)
p
s, at Q2 = 1.69 GeV2 and Q2 = 10 GeV2 (upper and lower plots, respectively). The

grey band represents the EPPS16* theoretical uncertainty. The orange (blue hatched) band includes the EIC
simulated inclusive (charm quark) reduced cross-section data. The lower panel in each plot shows the reduction
factor in the uncertainty with respect to the baseline fit.

Impact on Heavy-Ion Physics

Measurements over the last two decades, first
at RHIC and later at the LHC, have provided
strong evidence for the formation of a strongly
coupled plasma of quarks and gluons (sQGP) in
high energy collisions of heavy nuclei. This sQGP
appears to behave like a nearly perfect liquid and
is well described by hydrodynamics at around 1
fm/c after the initial impact of the two nuclei
[64–67]. For reviews, see [68–71].

Despite the significant insight accumulated in
the past 17 years, little is understood about how

the initial non-equilibrium state, whose properties
are little known, evolves towards a system in ther-
mal equilibrium. A conjectured picture of the ini-
tial phase, based on the CGC framework, suggests
that at leading order the collision can be approxi-
mated by the collision of “shock waves” of classical
gluon fields (Glasma fields), [72–74] resulting in
the production of non-equilibrium gluonic matter.

Unfortunately, heavy-ion collisions themselves
cannot teach us much about the initial state be-
cause most of the details are wiped out during the
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Figure 2.8: Left: Uncertainty bands on helicity parton distributions, in the first DSSV anal-
ysis [60, 61] (light bands) and with EIC data (darker bands), using projected inclusive and
semi-inclusive EIC data sets (see text). Note that for this analysis only data with x � 10�3

were used, for which Q
2
� 2.5 GeV2. Right: �2 profiles for the truncated x integral of �g over

the region 10�4
 x  10�2 with and without including the generated EIC pseudo-data in the

fit. Results are shown for three di↵erent EIC center-of-mass energies.

The right part of the figure shows
the �

2 profile of the truncated first mo-
ment of the gluon helicity distribution,R 0.01
0.0001 dx�g(x,Q2), at Q2 = 10 GeV2, again
compared to the “DSSV+” estimate. Also
here, the impact of EIC data is evident. One
also observes the importance of high ener-
gies. For instance, running at the highest
energy clearly constrains the small-x region
much better. Overall, the EIC data greatly
improves the �

2 profile, even more so when
all data in Fig. 2.6 are included.

The light shaded area in Fig. 2.9 displays
the present accuracies of the integrals of �⌃
and �g over 0.001  x  1, along with their
correlations. The inner areas represent the
improvement to be obtained from the EIC,
based on the global analysis studies with
pseudo-data described above. We stress that
similar relative improvements would occur
for any other benchmark set of polarized par-
ton distribution functions, such as the latest
DSSV [62] set. The results shown in the fig-
ure clearly highlight the power of an EIC in
mapping out nucleon helicity structure. The

anticipated kinematic range and precision of
EIC data will give unprecedented insight into
the spin contributions Sq and Sg. Their mea-
surements, by subtracting from the total pro-
ton spin 1/2, will provide stringent and inde-
pendent constraints on the total contribution
of quark and gluon orbital momenta, Lq+Lg.

Besides polarized proton beams, the
EIC design envisions beams of polarized
deuterons or helium-3. The neutron’s
g1(x,Q2) can thus be determined, potentially
with a precision that is comparable to the
data on g1(x,Q2) of the proton. The di↵er-
ence of the moments of proton and neutron
g1(x,Q2) allows a test of the fundamental
sum rule by Bjorken [75]. The data from
polarized fixed target experiments have veri-
fied the sum rule to a precision of about 10%
of its value. The extended kinematic range
and improved precision of EIC data allow for
more stringent tests of this sum rule, as well
as its corrections, to an accuracy that is cur-
rently anticipated to be driven mostly by ad-
vances in hadron beam polarimetry (cf. Sec-
tion 6.2.5).
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EIC Physics Pillars 

g1 stat. uncertainty projections for 10fb-1 for range of CME 

in comparison to DSSV+ predictions incl. uncertainties 

EIC impact on helicity distributions of anti-u, anti-d and s 

quarks together with gluons
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Figure 2.6: EIC pseudo-data on the inclusive spin structure function g1(x,Q2) versus Q
2 at

fixed x for 5 GeV and 20 GeV electron beams colliding with 100 GeV and 250 GeV proton beam
energies at an EIC, as indicated. The error bars indicate the size of the statistical uncertainties.
The data set for each x is o↵set by a constant c(x) for better visibility. The bands indicate the
current uncertainty as estimated in the “DSSV+” analysis (see text).

To illustrate the tremendous impact of
EIC measurements of inclusive and semi-
inclusive polarized deep-inelastic scattering
on our knowledge of helicity parton distri-
butions, a series of perturbative QCD analy-
ses were performed [73] with realistic pseudo-
data for various center-of-mass energies. The
data simulations were based on the PEPSI
Monte Carlo generator [74]. The precision

of the data sets corresponds to an accumu-
lated integrated luminosity of 10 fb�1 (or one
to two months of running for most energies
at the anticipated luminosities) and an as-
sumed operations e�ciency of 50%. A min-
imum Q

2 of 1GeV2 was imposed, as well
as W

2
> 10GeV2, a depolarization factor

of the virtual photon of D(y) > 0.1, and
0.01  y  0.95. Figure 2.6 shows the
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U.S.-based EIC - Proton Spin
A more up-to-date view; E. Aschenauer et al.
                                          PRD 92 (2015) 094030

gluon helicity

(anti-)quark helicity

orbital momenta

Clearly requires EIC

U.S.-based EIC - Proton Spin
A more up-to-date view; E. Aschenauer et al.
                                          PRD 92 (2015) 094030
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U.S.-based EIC - Proton Spin
A more up-to-date view; E. Aschenauer et al.

PRD 92 (2015) 094030

gluon helicity

(anti-)quark helicity

orbital momenta

Clearly requires EIC

Quark Spin Gluon Spin Orbital Angular Momentum

E. Aschenauer, R. Sassot and M. Stratmann, Phys. Rev. D92 (2015) 094030. 
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Transverse Momentum Distribution and Spatial Imaging

Spin-dependent 1+2D momentum space (transverse) images from 

semi-inclusive scattering   

Spin-dependent 1+2D impact parameter (transverse) images from 

exclusive scattering

Figure 1.3 (Left) shows the transverse-
momentum distribution of up quarks inside
a proton moving in the z direction (out of the
page) with its spin polarized in the y direc-
tion. The color code indicates the probabil-
ity of finding the up quarks. The anisotropy
in transverse momentum is described by the
Sivers distribution function, which is induced
by the correlation between the proton’s spin
direction and the motion of its quarks and
gluons. While the figure is based on a pre-

liminary extraction of this distribution from
current experimental data, nothing is known
about the spin and momentum correlations
of the gluons and sea quarks. The achiev-
able statistical precision of the quark Sivers
function from EIC kinematics is also shown
in Fig. 1.3 (Right). Currently no data exist
for extracting such a picture in the gluon-
dominated region in the proton. The EIC
will be crucial to initiate and realize such a
program.

The Tomography of the Nucleon - Spatial Imaging of Gluons and Sea Quarks

By choosing particular final states in elec-
tron+proton scattering, the EIC will probe
the transverse spatial distribution of sea
quarks and gluons in the fast-moving pro-
ton as a function of the parton’s longitudinal
momentum fraction, x. This spatial distri-

bution yields a picture of the proton that is
complementary to the one obtained from the
transverse-momentum distribution of quarks
and gluons, revealing aspects of proton struc-
ture that are intimately connected with the
dynamics of QCD at large distances.
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Figure 1.4: The projected precision of the transverse spatial distribution of gluons as obtained
from the cross-section of exclusive J/ production. It includes statistical and systematic uncer-
tainties due to extrapolation into the unmeasured region of momentum transfer to the scattered
proton. The distance of the gluon from the center of the proton is bT in femtometers, and the
kinematic quantity xV = xB (1 +M

2
J/ /Q

2) determines the gluon’s momentum fraction. The
collision energies assumed for the top large xV plot and the lower xV plots are Ee = 5, 20 GeV
and Ep = 100, 250 GeV, respectively.

4

Generalized Parton Distribution (GPD)

H(x, ⇠, t)

⇠ = 0

H(x, 0, t)

Fourier transf.          
bT ⟷ Δ: t = -Δ2  

gluons

the uncertainty on the contributions from
the unmeasured small-x region. While the
central values of the helicity contributions in
Fig. 1.2 are derived from existing data, they
could change as new data become available
in the low- x region. The uncertainties cal-
culated here are based on the state-of-the art
theoretical treatment of all available data re-
lated to the nucleon spin puzzle. Clearly, the

EIC will make a huge impact on our knowl-
edge of these quantities, unmatched by any
other existing or anticipated facility. The
reduced uncertainties would definitively re-
solve the question of whether parton spin
preferences alone can account for the over-
all proton spin, or whether additional contri-
butions are needed from the orbital angular
momentum of partons in the nucleon.

The Confined Motion of Partons Inside the Nucleon

Semi-inclusive DIS (SIDIS) measure-
ments have two natural momentum scales:
the large momentum transfer from the elec-
tron beam needed to achieve the desired spa-
tial resolution, and the momentum of the
produced hadrons perpendicular to the direc-
tion of the momentum transfer, which prefers
a small value sensitive to the motion of con-
fined partons. Remarkable theoretical ad-
vances over the past decade have led to a
rigorous framework where information on the
confined motion of the partons inside a fast-
moving nucleon is matched to transverse-
momentum dependent parton distributions
(TMDs). In particular, TMDs are sensitive

to correlations between the motion of par-
tons and their spin, as well as the spin of the
parent nucleon. These correlations can arise
from spin-orbit coupling among the partons,
about which very little is known to date.
TMDs thus allow us to investigate the full
three-dimensional dynamics of the proton,
going well beyond the information about lon-
gitudional momentum contained in conven-
tional parton distributions. With both elec-
tron and nucleon beams polarized at collider
energies, the EIC will dramatically advance
our knowledge of the motion of confined glu-
ons and sea quarks in ways not achievable at
any existing or proposed facility.
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Figure 1.3: Left: The transverse-momentum distribution of an up quark with longitudinal
momentum fraction x = 0.1 in a transversely polarized proton moving in the z-direction, while
polarized in the y-direction. The color code indicates the probability of finding the up quarks.
Right: The transverse-momentum profile of the up quark Sivers function at five x values
accessible to the EIC, and corresponding statistical uncertainties.
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EIC project development
Critical steps over the last couple of years - 1 

INT Workshop series / Documentation of Physics Case - 
Whitepaper: “Understanding the glue that binds us all!” 

INT Workshop: 2010 

WP: 2012, updated in 2014 for LRP 

2015 Long-range plan (LRP): 

Request to review EIC Science Case by National 
Academy of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NAS)

24
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Understanding 
the glue that 
binds as all!

arXiv:1212.1701

NSAC  Meeting June 2, 2017

Recommendations:
1. Capitalize on investments made to 

maintain U.S. leadership in nuclear 
science.

2. Develop and deploy a U.S.-led ton-scale 
neutrino-less double beta decay 
experiment.

3. Construct a high-energy high-
luminosity polarized electron-ion 
collider (EIC) as the highest priority for 
new construction following the 
completion of FRIB.

4. Increase investment in small-scale and 
mid-scale projects and initiatives that 
enable forefront research at 
universities and laboratories.

The 2015 Long Range Plan for Nuclear Science

16

The FY 2018 Request supports progress in important aspects of the 2015 LRP Vision 

T. Hallman

NSAC  Meeting June 2, 2017

Next Formal Step on the EIC Science Case is Continuing

THE NATIONAL ACADEMIES OF SCIENCES, ENGINEERING, AND MEDICINE 
Division on Engineering and Physical Science
Board on Physics and Astronomy
U.S.-Based Electron Ion Collider Science Assessment

Summary
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (“National Academies”) 
will form a committee to carry out a thorough, independent assessment of the scientific 
justification for a U.S. domestic electron ion collider facility.  In preparing its report, the 
committee will address the role that such a facility would play in the future of nuclear 
science, considering the field broadly, but placing emphasis on its potential scientific 
impact on quantum chromodynamics.  The need for such an accelerator will be addressed 
in the context of international efforts in this area.  Support for the 18-month project in the 
amount of $540,000 is requested from the Department of Energy.

19

“U.S.-Based Electron Ion Collider Science Assessment” is now getting underway. The Chair 
will be Gordon Baym. The rest of the committee, including a co-chair, will be appointed in 
the next couple of weeks. The first meeting is being planned for January, 2017

T. Hallman

https://arxiv.org/abs/1212.1701
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NAS Webinar and NAS report release: 07/24/2018
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EIC project development

Webinar on Tuesday, July 24, 2018 - Public 

presentation and report release 

Gordon Baym (Co-chair): Webinar presentation 

Slides from Webinar: https://www.nap.edu/

resource/25171/eic-public-briefing-slides.pdf 

Glowing” report on a US-based EIC facility!

“The committee finds 
that the science that can 
be addressed by an EIC 

is compelling, 
fundamental and 

timely.” 

https://www.nap.edu/catalog/25171/an-assessment-of-us-based-
electron-ion-collider-science Download pdf-file of 

final report!

https://www.nap.edu/resource/25171/eic-public-briefing-slides.pdf
https://www.nap.edu/resource/25171/eic-public-briefing-slides.pdf
https://www.nap.edu/catalog/25171/an-assessment-of-us-based-electron-ion-collider-science
https://www.nap.edu/catalog/25171/an-assessment-of-us-based-electron-ion-collider-science
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EIC project development
Announcement by the Department of Energy on January 9, 2020
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WASHINGTON, D.C. – Today, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) announced the selection of Brookhaven National Laboratory in Upton, 
NY, as the site for a planned major new nuclear physics research facility. The Electron Ion Collider (EIC), to be designed and constructed 
over ten years at an estimated cost between $1.6 and $2.6 billion, will smash electrons into protons and heavier atomic nuclei in an effort to 
penetrate the mysteries of the “strong force” that binds the atomic nucleus together.

The EIC’s high luminosity and highly polarized beams will push the frontiers of particle accelerator science and technology and provide 
unprecedented insights into the building blocks and forces that hold atomic nuclei together. Design and construction of an EIC was 
recommended by the National Research Council of the National Academies of Science, noting that such a facility “would maintain U.S. 
leadership in nuclear physics” and “help to maintain scientific leadership more broadly.”  Plans for an EIC were also endorsed by the federal 
Nuclear Science Advisory Committee.

Secretary Brouillette approved Critical Decision-0, “Approve Mission Need,” for the EIC on December 19, 2019. “The Department is excited 
to be moving forward with an Electron Ion Collider at Brookhaven National Laboratory,” stated Office of Science Director Dr. Chris Fall. 
“However, participation from many parts of the DOE laboratory complex will be essential if the EIC is to be a success.”
Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility in Newport News, VA will be a major partner in realizing the EIC, and several other DOE 
laboratories are expected to contribute to EIC construction and to the groundbreaking nuclear physics research program that will be 
accomplished there.

https://www.energy.gov/articles/
us-department-energy-selects-
brookhaven-national-laboratory-
host-major-new-nuclear-physics

https://www.energy.gov/articles/us-department-energy-selects-brookhaven-national-laboratory-host-major-new-nuclear-physics
https://www.energy.gov/articles/us-department-energy-selects-brookhaven-national-laboratory-host-major-new-nuclear-physics
https://www.energy.gov/articles/us-department-energy-selects-brookhaven-national-laboratory-host-major-new-nuclear-physics
https://www.energy.gov/articles/us-department-energy-selects-brookhaven-national-laboratory-host-major-new-nuclear-physics
https://www.energy.gov/articles/us-department-energy-selects-brookhaven-national-laboratory-host-major-new-nuclear-physics
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Press release by JLab and BNL
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https://www.bnl.gov/newsroom/news.php?a=116996

https://www.jlab.org/news/
releases/jefferson-lab-be-
major-partner-electron-ion-
collider-project

https://www.energy.gov/articles/us-department-energy-selects-brookhaven-national-laboratory-host-major-new-nuclear-physics
https://www.bnl.gov/newsroom/news.php?a=116996
https://www.jlab.org/news/releases/jefferson-lab-be-major-partner-electron-ion-collider-project
https://www.jlab.org/news/releases/jefferson-lab-be-major-partner-electron-ion-collider-project
https://www.jlab.org/news/releases/jefferson-lab-be-major-partner-electron-ion-collider-project
https://www.jlab.org/news/releases/jefferson-lab-be-major-partner-electron-ion-collider-project
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 EIC accelerator design

IUPAP WG.9 Annual General Meeting
Philadelphia, June 10, 2021

Center of Mass Energies: 20GeV - 140GeV

Luminosity: 1033 - 1034 cm-2s-1 / 10-100fb-1 / year

Highly Polarized Beams: 70%

Large Ion Species Range: p to U

Number of Interaction Regions: Up to 2!

https://www.eiccenter.org/physicists
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The EIC Detector Requirements and R&D
Overview of processes and final states 

Inclusive: Unpolarized fi(x,Q2) and helicity distribution Δfi(x,Q2) 

functions through unpolarized and polarized structure function 

measurements (F2, FL, g1) 

Define kinematics (x, y, Q2) through electron (e-ID and energy+angular 

measurement critical) / hadron final state or combination of both 

depending on kinematic x-Q2 region

SDIS: Flavor tagging through hadron identification studying FF / TMD’s 

(Transverse momentum, kT, dependence) requiring azimuthal asymmetry 

measurement - Full azimuthal acceptance 

Heavy flavor (charm / bottom): Excellent secondary vertex 

reconstruction

Exclusive: Tagging of final state proton using Roman pot system studying 

GPD’s (Impact parameter, bT, dependence) using DVCS and VM production 

eA: Impact parameter determination / Neutron tagging using Zero-Degree 

Calorimeter (ZDC)

Inclusive DISe�

X

e

p

e+ p/A ! e0 +X

Semi-Inclusive DIS 
(SDIS)

e�

e

p
h

e+ p/A ! e0 + h+X

Deeply-Virtual 
Compton Scattering 
(DVCS)

e�

e

p p

�

e+ p/A ! e0 +N 0/A0 + �/m



1: Scattered 
electron

2: 
Fragmented 
particles (e.g. 
π, K, p) of 
struck quark

3: Nuclear 
and 
nucleonic 
fragments / 
scattered 
proton

1

2
3
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The EIC Detector Requirements and R&D
Overview of general requirements 

Acceptance: Close to 4π coverage with a η-coverage 

(η = -ln(tan(θ/2)) of approximately η < |3.5| combined 

calorimetry (EM CAL and hadron CAL at least in 

forward direction) and tracking coverage 

Low dead material budget in particular in rear 

direction (~5% X/X0) 

Good momentum resolution Δp/p ~ few % 

Electron ID for e/h separation varies with θ / η at 

the level of 1:104 / ~2-3%/√E for η<-2 and ~7%/√E 

for -2<η<1

Particle ID for π/K/p separation over wide momentum range 

(Forward η up to ~50GeV/c / Barrel η up to ~4GeV/c / Rear η up to ~6 

GeV/c)  

High spatial vertex resolution ~ 10-20μm for vertex reconstruction 

Low-angel taggers: 

Forward proton / A fragment spectrometer (Roman pots) 

Low Q2 tagger 

Neutrons on hadron direction 

Luminosity (Absolute and relative) and local polarization direction 

measurement 

arXiv:1212.1701
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The EIC Detector Requirements and R&D
Generic Detector R&D program for an EIC 

In January 2011, BNL, in association with JLab and the DOE Office of NP, announced a generic 
detector R&D program to address the scientific requirements for measurements at a future EIC 
facility. 

Goals: 

Enable successful design and timely implementation of an EIC experimental program  

Develop instrumentation solutions that meet realistic cost expectations 

Stimulate the formation of user collaborations to design and build experiments 

Peer-reviewed program funded by DOE and managed by BNL with $1M/year to $1.5M/year Initiated 
and coordinated by Tom Ludlam (BNL) until 2014 / Since 2014 coordinated by Thomas Ullrich (BNL)  

Key to success: Standing EIC Detector Advisory Committee  

Current members: Marcel Demarteau (ANL), Carl Haber (LBNL), Peter Krizan (Ljubljana), Ian Shipsey (Oxford), 
Rick van Berg (UPenn), Jerry Va’vra (SLAC) and Glenn Young (JLab)  

Past members: Robert Klanner (Hamburg) and Howard Wieman (LBL) 

Wide range of R&D programs: Calorimetry / Tracking (GEM, MicroMegas, TPC) incl. silicon / Particle ID (TRD, Dual-RICH, 
Aerogel RICH, DIRC, TOF) / Polarimetry / Background / Simulation Tools / 

https://wiki.bnl.gov/conferences/index.php/EIC_R%25D
IUPAP WG.9 Annual General Meeting
Philadelphia, June 10, 2021

https://wiki.bnl.gov/conferences/index.php/EIC_R%25D


Size and demographics 

EICUG organization established in summer 2016 

In numbers….: 1282 members (Experimental scientists: 788 / Theory scientists: 320 / 
Accelerator scientists: 161 / Computer Scientists: 7 / Support: 4 / Other: 2), 258 
institutions, 35 countries, 6 world regions 

World map: 

Spinning Glue: QCD and Spin
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The EIC Users Group
 

30%

40%

26%

Institutions 
by region

http://www.nationalacademies.org
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EICUG Formation 

A user organization was formed in 2016 based on a charter stating: 

Goal: 
Enhance and refine the scientific case 

Provide a forum for discussion and promote collaboration across the accelerator, experimental and 
theoretical communities to enhance the progress towards realization of the EIC 

Represent the interests of the EIC users in discussions with laboratories and funding agencies 

Serve as a point of contact for those across the globe with interest in participating in the EIC 
program 

Membership: Open to individuals from all institutions that support the missions of the EIC 
User organization!
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The EIC Users Group
 

!

! 1!

Electron)Ion)Collider)Users)Group)
Charter)

June%9,%2016%
)
PREAMBLE)
With%the%recommendation%by%the%U.S.%nuclear%physics%community%in%the%2015%Long%
Range%Plan%that%an%Electron@Ion%Collider%(EIC)%is%the%highest%priority%for%new%facility%
construction,%it%is%timely%for%all%the%users%of%a%future%US@based%EIC%to%organize%more%
formally%into%an%EIC%Users%Group%(EICUG)%with%the%goal%of%giving%the%future%users%
community%a%stronger%and%more%visible%role%in%the%process%leading%to%the%realization%of%
an%EIC.%%
%
The%path%to%the%realization%of%EIC%will%pass%through%different%phases%where%the%role%of%
the%EICUG%is%expected%to%change.%%%For%the%purpose%of%discussion,%we%define%the%
following%phases:%
%
Phase%1:%%The%period%up%to%EIC%CD0%
Phase%2:%%From%CD0%to%CD1%
Phase%3:%%From%CD1%to%CD4,%end%of%construction%
Phase%4:%%EIC%in%operation.%
%
It%is%reasonable%to%expect%that%somewhere%in%this%evolution%(e.g.%in%Phases%2@3),%
collaborations%to%perform%experiments%will%form%(and%these%experiments%will%have%their%
own%approval%processes).%%Further,%as%we%move%along%the%path%to%the%realization%of%EIC,%
it%is%expected%that%the%responsibilities%of%membership%of%the%EICUG%will%become%more%
significant%and%this%will%be%reflected%in%the%Charter.%%In%addition,%we%expect%that%the%vital%
participation%of%young%scientists%will%be%encouraged%and%increasingly%enhanced%through%
explicit%additional%structures%and%representation%beyond%those%described%here.%%%Thus,%as%
we%put%in%place%the%initial%Charter%for%phase%1,%some%mechanisms%are%required%to%allow%
modification%of%the%mission%and%to%allow%flexibility%for%changes%in%the%future.%
%
)
MISSION)
In%Phase%1,%the%EICUG%is%primarily%the%means%by%which%future%international%users%and%
scientists%supporting%the%EIC%case%can%engage%collectively%to%enhance%progress%towards%
the%realization%of%the%EIC%and%its%science.%%The%EICUG%will%work%to%
%
@ Enhance%and%refine%the%science%case%beyond%that%contained%in%the%EIC%White%Paper%

written%for%the%2015%US%Nuclear%Physics%Long%Range%Plan%
@ Provide%a%forum%for%discussion%and%promote%collaboration%across%the%accelerator,%

experimental%and%theoretical%communities%to%enhance%progress%towards%realization%
of%the%EIC%

@ Represent%the%interests%of%EIC%users%in%discussions%with%the%laboratories%and%the%

http://www.nationalacademies.org
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The EIC Users Group

Programs 
related to 

EIC

Highly Active 
EIC 

Community!

Joint CTEQ Meeting and POETIC 7                
(7th International Conference on Physics 
Opportunities at an ElecTron-Ion-Collider)

Temple University
November 14-18, 2016
https://phys.cst.temple.edu/poetic-cteq-2016/

Conference Hotel: DoubleTree Hotel, Center City, Philadelphia
Venue: Howard Gittis Student Center at Temple University

Nov. 14 - 16, 2016: POETIC 7 Conference 
Nov. 17, 2016: Joint CTEQ Meeting and POETIC 7 Conference
Nov. 18, 2016: CTEQ Business Meeting

CTEQ Organizing 
Committee:
Cynthia Keppel  
(Jefferson Lab, USA) 
Pavel Nadolsky  
(Southern Methodist University, USA) 
Fred Olness  
(Southern Methodist University, USA) 
Jeff Owens  
(Florida State University, USA) 
Frank Petriello  
(Northwestern University, USA) 

International Advisory 
Committee:
Nestor Armesto  
(Universidade de Santiago de Compostela, 
Spain) 
Elke Aschenauer  
(BNL, USA) 
Daniel Boer  
(University of Groningen, Netherlands) 
Marco Contalbrigo  
(INFN Ferrara, Italy) 
Markus Diehl 
(DESY, Germany) 
Rolf Ent 
(JLab, USA) 
Max Klein  
(University of Liverpool, UK) 
Andrzej Sandacz  
(Soltan Institute for Nuclear Studies, 
Poland) 
Marco Stratmann  
(University of Tubingen, Germany) 
Lech Szymanowski  
(Soltan Institute for Nuclear Studies, 
Poland) 
Tony Thomas  
(University of Adelaide, Australia) 
Thomas Ullrich  
(BNL, USA) 
Raju Venugopalan  
(BNL, USA)

Local organizing committee at Temple University:

Sponsors:

Martha Constantinou, Andreas Metz (Co-Chair), Zein-Eddine Meziani, 
Jim Napolitano, Nikos Spaveris, Bernd Surrow (Co-Chair)

(Main Entrance Temple University, Polett Walk)

	

 
 
Scientific Advisory Committee 
 
Christine Aidala, Mauro Anselmino, 
Nestor Armesto, Andrea Bressan, Silvia 
Dalla Torre, Abhay Deshpande, Nicole 
D'Hose, Rolf Ent, Kawtar Hafidi, Charles 
Hyde, Barbara Jacak, Richard Milner, 
Fulvia Pilat, Thomas Roser, Patrizia 
Rossi, Bjoern Seitz, Thomas Ullrich, 
Werner Vogelsang, Rikutaro Yoshida  
 
Local Organizing Committee 
 
Franco Bradamante, Andrea Bressan, 
Michela Chiosso, Marco Contalbrigo, 
Silvia Dalla Torre, Raffaella De Vita, 
Stefano Levorato, Anna Martin, Marco 
Mirazita, Roberto Preghenella, Marta 
Ruspa, Fulvio Tessarotto 

Electron Ion Collider User Group 
 Meeting 2017 

 

 

Organized by 
 

INFN Trieste 
Department of Physics, University of Trieste 

EICUG 2017 

Trieste (Italy)  
July 18-22, 2017 
	

 

	

	

Secretariat and contact 
 

Erica Novacco: tel.+39 040 558 3367 
e-mail: eicug2017@ts.infn.it 
Web Site: http://eicug2017.ts.infn.it 
	

Venue 
 

University of Trieste 
SSLMIT Building Aula Magna 
via Filzi, 14 
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Speakers

•	 Hadron	Mass	Decomposition

Stan	Brodsky	(SLAC)
Xiandong	Ji	(Maryland)
Dima	Kharzeev	(Stony	Brook	&	BNL)
Keh-Fei	Liu	(University	of 	Kentucky)
David	Richards	(JLab)
Craig	Roberts	(ANL)
Martin	Savage	(University	of 	Washington)
Stepan	Stepanyan	(JLab)
George	Sterman	(Stony	Brook)

Workshop Topics
•	 Hadron	Mass	Calculation:		
Lattice	QCD	and	Other	Methods
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Quark	kinetic	and	
potential	energy

Quark	masses

Gluon	kinetic	and	
potential	energy

Trace	anomaly

HQCD = Hq +Hm +Hg +Ha

Local Organizers
Zein-Eddine	Meziani	(Temple	U.)
Jianwei	Qiu	(Brookhaven	National	Lab)

Moderator	
Alfred	Mueller	(Columbia)

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

The Proton Mass
At the heart of most visible matter.
Temple University, March 28-29, 2016

EICUG 2020



Bernd Surrow

Spinning Glue: QCD and Spin
Major effort in 2019-2021: Yellow Report Activities 

With the announcement of CD0 and site selection, EICUG announced the formation of a Yellow Report 
study in preparation of the EIC program: 

Quantify physics measurements for existing or new physics topics and implications for detector 
design (“Physics WG”) 

Study detector concepts based on the requirements defined above, and quantify implications for 
physics measurements (“Detector WG”) 

Effort planned for 1 year with 4 dedicated workshops summarized in Yellow Report - Important 
input for conceptual and technical design report 

! 1st YR Workshop: March 19-21, 2020: Temple University, US 

! 2nd YR Workshop: May 22-24, 2020: INFN Pavia, Italy 

! 3rd YR Workshop: September 17-19, 2020, CUA, Washington DC, US 

! 4th YR Workshop: November 19-21, 2020: UCB, Berkeley, US  

Formation of collaborations following Yellow Report effort in 2021 

Strong international presence at both the leadership and participants of the Yellow Report studies! 
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The EIC Users Group
 

http://www.nationalacademies.org


Bernd Surrow

Spinning Glue: QCD and Spin
Volume 1-3: Executive Summary / Physics / Detector
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The EIC Users Group
 Yellow Report Status

Rolf Ent & Thomas Ullrich
EIC User Group Remote Meeting, February 4, 2021

~400 authors / ~150 institutions / ~900 pages with strong international contributions! 

Review: Community review within EICUG and external readers (~30) worldwide covering physics and detector expert fields! 

Editorial process completed / Available on archive: https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.05419

http://www.nationalacademies.org
https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.05419


Bernd Surrow

Spinning Glue: QCD and Spin
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EIC Current Status and Next Steps
Open Call for Detector Proposals

Deadline for proposal submission: December 1, 2021 

Part 1 (40 pages): Science and performance estimation of conceptual detector design together with technology choices, R&D 

needs, and risks  

Part 2 (20 pages): Collaboration roster and structure, timescale, and cost



Bernd Surrow

Spinning Glue: QCD and Spin
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EIC Current Status and Next Steps
Known Detector Proposal Efforts: ATHENA / CORE / ECCE

Three detector proposals efforts have emerged: ATHENA / CORE / ECCE 

Shown below a SketchUp implementation for integration studies 

ATHENA: A Totally Hermetic Electron-

Nucleus Apparatus 

Concept: General purpose detector 

inspired by the YR studies based on a 

new central magnet of up to 3T 

WWW-page: https://www.athena-eic.org

CORE: COmpact detectoR for the Eic 

Concept: Nearly hermetic, general-

purpose compact detector, 2T baseline 

WWW-page: https://

userweb.jlab.org/~hyde/EIC-CORE/

ECCE: EIC Comprehensive 

Chromodynamics Experiment 

Concept: General purpose detector 

based on 1.5T BaBar magnet 

WWW-page: https://www.ecce-

eic.org

https://www.athena-eic.org
https://userweb.jlab.org/~hyde/EIC-CORE/
https://userweb.jlab.org/~hyde/EIC-CORE/
https://www.ecce-eic.org
https://www.ecce-eic.org


Bernd Surrow

Spinning Glue: QCD and Spin
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EIC Current Status and Next Steps
Project status 

EIC project is carried out in partnership between BNL and TJNAF / Partnering agreement signed in 
May 2020  

EIC Council, chaired by BNL Director, established in June 2020. TJNAF is a founding director. Concept 
based on recent DOE Office of Science projects 

Executive Management Team integrates BNL and TJNAF project leadership roles:



Bernd Surrow

Spinning Glue: QCD and Spin
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EIC Current Status and Next Steps
Milestones and Anticipated Next steps

Total Project Cost (TPC): 

$2,249M 

CD1 approved! 

CD2 preparations well 

underway! 

DOE NP office together 

with BNL/JLab and 

EICUG engage in regular 

dialog with international 

funding agencies!



Bernd Surrow

Over two decades, the U.S. nuclear physics community has developed the scientific and technical case for the 

Electron-Ion Collider, to push the frontiers of human understanding of the fundamental structure of matter. 

Realization of EIC will demand that DOE NP, BNL and JLab lead the U.S. to the frontiers of collider 

technology. 

Enormously profit from diverse set of experiences in accelerator science, detector technology and theory at 

numerous institutions world-wide critical for a broad EIC scientific program. 

The recently completed Yellow Report activity brought together the EIC community even under restricted 

conditions and resulted in a 3 Volume Series: Executive Summary / Physics / Detector - Basis for Detector 

proposal efforts: ATHENA / CORE / ECCE with a deadline of December 1, 2021! 

Outstanding educational opportunities for multiple generations of students and postdoc world-wide: Physics 

studies / Detector technology / Accelerator technology

Spinning Glue: QCD and Spin
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Summary


